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Bonastre Duo Bonastre Duo is a revolutionary ideal disk for soil maintenance with a scrubber. 
With a single disc you can brighten up and keep your floors always very bright.
It has a surprising capacity to recover the brightness, even in high traffic areas.

It is 30% faster than other conventional discs, since they are necessary to pass less for intense brightness.
It can also be used with machine trimmer and high speed machines.
It is respectful with the environment and the work environment of chemicals and odors free.

It is the ideal tool for any scrubber and if you use it daily, you will never have to polish the soil with traditional 
methods. Only with water

A single disc to polish and keep your floors always bright

Characteristics
50% faster than Bonastre Pads.
Shine more in less past.
It is available in any measure.
It produces a non-slip shine, even wet.
It does not hit the ground.
Only with water
Ease of use.
Eco friendly, without chemicals.
Ideal for daily maintenance with scrubber.

Bonastre Duo

Packaging and Marking
The discs come packaged individually and marked 
with their size, color, supplier and product name on 
the back.

Duration in marble floors and terrazzo
Daily maintenance with a scrubber is more than 
75,000 100,000 square meters, or a month of work.
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Bonastre Duo
A single disc to polish and keep your floors always bright

Instruccions
In already polished or very good grounds you can use Bonastre Duo directly, but in some cases you 
need to insist a little more to get a decent glow, so it is always faster to prepare the surface with 
the Pad 1 Red disc.

with rotary Add water and remove it when it is dirty until it reaches the desired shine.

with scrubber, Based on going past the brightness will rise, if in 20-30 passes we do not see an 
important difference.
Option 1: Spend the disc 1 Red by micro polishing the ground and removing some stripes to 
      achieve a sharper intensity with the Bonastre Duo.
Option 2: If you want a mirror brightness, prepare the surface with Bonastre Pro and then rub with  
      Bonastre Pro obtaining a spectacular glittering mirror.

In plastic or concrete floors You can use Bonastre Duo dry with high speed machines to achieve 
a strong mechanical shine

Soils where can I use Bonastre Duo?

Floor Deep cleaning Polishing Daily cleaning

Terrazzo X

Marble X

Granite with shine X X X

Granite mat X

Mat Ceramic tiles X X X

Polishing ceramic tiles X X X

Vinyl/Plàstic/Linoleum/
PVC X Dry & Wet Dry & Wet

Epoxy/Acrylic X

Concrete X


